HBD-Flex Divider Conversion Upgrade Kit

Convert existing HBD divider to HBD-Flex using AMF Flex technology for accurate dividing and optimal quality

IMPROVE ACCURACY AND QUALITY WITH A NEW HBD-FLEX DIVIDER CONVERSION UPGRADE

- Uses AMF Flex technology for low-pressure metering to attain accurate dividing and optimal quality
- Increases capabilities of divider for wider-ranging product types and rates
- Available for 4, 6, and 8-across machine widths for late-model High-Speed bun dividers
HBD-Flex Divider Conversion Upgrade Kit

**KEY FEATURES**

- Flex metering pumps for low-pressure gentle dough scaling (eliminates manual scaling valves)
- Available for 4, 6, and 8-across widths
- FDA-approved materials of construction for direct food-contact
- Compatible with both Vector and non-Vector-equipped High-Speed bun dividers

**KIT INCLUDES**

- Completely new divider front-end with Flex pump metering assemblies
- Stainless steel manifold for sanitary operation and easy cleaning
- High-speed rotary knife and new front-end cart assembly (mates with existing back half)
- New divider PLC and programming to account for upgrades